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Story called
Intellinum briefly
Founded in 2006, Global headquarter in
Texas, USA, and branches in India &
Indonesia..12 years journey with formidable
roadmap
Presence in 5 Geographies, Exposure across
15 Industries, Acquisition of 100+ Happy
Customers across world
6 Magnificent Mobility products
A unique Supply Chain Digital Transformation
practice driven by Innovation

Intellinum Flexi platform
 Flexi is a Mobility Solution Platform crafted for
business by creating Mobile Apps for any ERPsystem facilitating optimized transactions.

 The platform can run On-premise or On-cloud and
the resulting Mobile Apps can be accessed through
telnet-client, terminal emulation on handhelds,
Android/iOS or Internet browser, with Barcode
Scanning and Label printing capability.

Business Use Cases
 Develop mobile
inventory transactions
for Oracle EBS
 Custom data capture
transactions for any ERP
 Mobile Field Services
applications
 Custom mobile
applications

Flexi Employee
Genie

Flexi eAM

Flexi Inventory

Products

Flexi LogiPro

Flexi Fixed
Assets

Flexi Site
Locator

Session Overview
In this session, learn about how to personalize your Oracle WMS Cloud or WMS
on-premise (EBS WMS) so it works better for your need.
Augment WMS mobile screens with an intuitive graphical user interface (GUI)
that works on handheld devices, smartphones or desktops.
Streamline your operations by automating key strokes, defaulting values and
hiding unused fields. Add new functionalities like new field to display more
information or capture data, additional validation or new logic that calls API or
reports.
For Oracle WMS cloud, integrate Manufacturing and Inventory Cloud
transactions so you can access them all from one single mobile platform.

Flexi LogiPro is a true
enabler of shifting the
‘Warehouse from the OnPremise to the Cloud’

Challenges in shifting Warehouse
to the Cloud
The simpler custom processes worked around or
discarded on the cloud leads to end-user
resistance and push-back
End users prefer GUI screens with touch for
faster delivery.
Different interface on the cloud demands
costly change management efforts

On-Premise

Flexi
LogiPro

On-Cloud

WMS Cloud
SCM Cloud (Inventory + Manufacturing)

Flexi LogiPro Enables a
Seamless Shift
Create custom GUI screens for all RF screens
leading to faster adoption
Preserve the on-premise processes and
practices on the cloud for hassle-free Change
Management

EBS WMS/MSCA

Create a rich Usability experience

View the number of sites report

Flexi LogiPro for Oracle SCM Cloud
Barcode-enabled Mobile Applications for Oracle SCM Cloud
Increase efficiency, accuracy, mobility, supply chain visibility
Inventory Cloud Transactions (PO Receipt, Putaway, Item Inquiry,
Cycle Count, Sub Transfer, Label Request, Misc. Receipt/Issue, Pick
Confirm, Ship Confirm)
Manufacturing Cloud Transactions (Issue Component, Return
Component, Complete Job)
Integration to 3rd party enterprise label solution
Works with industrial handheld devices, Android, iOS, Windows
CE/Mobile, PC or Mac Browser
Runs in Oracle Cloud, subscription based, low cost of ownership
Personalization Engine to modify transactions easily
Create new transaction pages as needed

Flexi LogiPro

Intellinum Flexi LogiPro provides innovative mobility solution for Oracle SCM Cloud and WMS Cloud. Flexi
LogiPro is provided as a SaaS application which runs on the cloud so customer will have a low cost of
entry and ownership. It can also run on-premise in a customer infrastructure if needed. Integration with
enterprise labeling solution is available as well.

Oracle SCM Cloud customers benefit
Flexi LogiPro is packed with multitude of transactions
which can be personalized by customers to deliver an
efficient supply chain execution. Some of the Flexi
LogiPro mobile transactions for Oracle SCM Cloud
include, but not limited to:
Inbound transactions such as PO Receipt, Putaway,
Inspection, RMA Receipt, RMA Putaway, Vendor
Return, and ASN Receipt Inventory transactions
such as Onhand Inquiry, Subinventory Transfer,
Miscellaneous Receipt/Issue, Account Alias
Receipt/Issue, Cycle Count, Physical Count,
IMT/Transfer Orders, and Label Printing
Outbound transactions such as Picking and Shipping
Manufacturing transactions such as Work Order
Completion, Material Issue, Material Return,
Orderless Completion, Quick Completion, Charge
Resource, and Operation Return

Oracle WMS Cloud customers benefit
Besides Oracle SCM Cloud, Flexi LogiPro provides support for Oracle WMS Cloud as
well. Some of the benefits of using Flexi LogiPro for Oracle WMS Cloud are as follows.
Modern intuitive GUI screens for all RF screens
Ability to perform SCM Cloud transactions (Manufacturing and Inventory) from WMS
Cloud menu or transaction so users only need one application for all RF related
transactions
Ability to personalize the RF screens such as default value and automate fields to
reduce keystrokes Add new field to display or capture information
Add extra validation on top of WMS Cloud validation
Call web services in Oracle WMS Cloud or SCM Cloud to perform additional tasks such
as auto generate LPN, print label, call web report, etc.
Barcode parsing logic, e.g. scan one barcode, populate multiple fields at once, DFI
validation Add error or success sound, play custom wav file as needed
Create new mobile screens that perform similar tasks in WMS Cloud UI such as ship
confirm, load check in/check out, etc. Convert text field into LOV (List of Value) to
increase usability and validate data
Auto uppercase input
Screen automation, e.g. after PO receipt, perform verify shipment automatically And
many more use cases

Flexi LogiPro Personalization Engine
A Personalization layer on top of base transactions allowing customers
to customize per business need.
01

Powerful Barcode Engine
Capture multiple data point with under single barcode scan

02

Rapid Development Time
Changes are instantly available without bouncing server

03

Streamline Operation
Automate keystroke, Defaulting value, Hiding unused field

04
05
06

Multi Tier Personalization
Personalization can be setup on different level such as site,
organization or user depending on business needs
Add New Fields
New fields/Screens can be added by drag-and-drop and business
logic can be added to call web services or stored procedures to
interface to Oracle SCM Cloud, WMS Cloud or any other ERPs.
Scripting
Support Java, JavaScript and PL/SQL scripting

Flexi LogiPro Architecture
This is a logical architecture of Flexi LogiPro solution. Mobile devices running FlexiClient App sends and receives data to/from Flexi-Server through secured TLS
connection. Flexi server runs on the cloud and integrates with the backend system
through secured web services. Flexi platform can integrate with enterprise label
printing solution or directly to local printer to print labels and reports through secured
web services.

Differentiators
Built on Oracle JET to work with SCM Cloud and WMS Cloud; Only product to date augment WMS Cloud
Flexi LogiPro helps in showcasing the character based RF screens into GUI Client , this improves user
accessibility , visibility and accuracy.
Automates fields based on customer needs reducing the number of keystrokes to perform a transaction.
This improves cycle time saving hundreds of labour hours in a month.
Customers can create new screens, allowing end-users to perform some of the transactions like Ship
Confirm, Dock Check In/Check Out which aren’t available on the standard solution.
Customers can also personalize existing standard WMS Cloud RF screens , convert text fields into LOV ,
enable calendar for date fields using the Flexi LogiPro Personalization Engine
Flexi LogiPro works across all major platforms like Android, iOS, Windows CE
Connected Socket over HTTP enables faster and real-time response
Virtual machine (VM) on Oracle Cloud IaaS gives a seamless ‘Oracle-on-Oracle’ user experience

Client Success Story
A leading Medical Equipment Company

A leading Medical Equipment company in California has selected Intellinum to
streamline the business processes across Oracle WMS Cloud and SCM Cloud.
They are using Intellinum Express Server to personalize Oracle EBS WMS. Thus
they prefer to retain the same usability experience in the cloud.

Business Challenges
1. Need Manufacturing transactions like Work Order
Completion, Issue Components, Return Components
and Inventory transactions like Subinventory Transfer,
Onhand Inquiry
2. They need to keep the same business process flow in
Oracle EBS. Some examples are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Need to capture Waybill during PO Receipt
Need to capture Supplier Lot number
Need to automatically generate LPN
Automate the RF transaction Receive IB Shipment
to accept serial numbers
Personalize Cycle Count in WMS Cloud RF screens
Need to receive the PO using Purchasing UOM and
not primary UOM.
GUI Screens with touch

Intellinum achieved all the above using Flexi LogiPro

Products Implemented
•
•
•

Fusion Cloud (Oracle)
WMS Cloud (Oracle)
Flexi LogiPro (Intellinum)

List of Solutions & Achievements
1) Flexi LogiPro provides a one-stop application for both WMS,
Inventory and Manufacturing. With Flexi LogiPro, we can add new
menus into WMS Cloud which opens mobile transactions for SCM
Cloud (Inventory and Manufacturing).
2) Flexi LogiPro provides ability to personalize the WMS Cloud RF
screens.
3) Flexi LogiPro provides a modern intuitive GUI screens on top of the
RF screens which reduces user training and increases system adoption.
4) Flexi LogiPro allows users to control date format used in standard RF
screens.
5) Add custom fields on the RF screen and push this data into PAAS DB.
6) Allows users to receive PO using Purchasing UOM.
7) Design LOV for some standard text based fields

On-Premise
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Introducing Intellinum Express Server /
Express Client to Transform usability
experience of EBS WMS/MSCA end-users

Common Pain Points in EBS WMS/MSCA
Too many scans and steps - inefficient, difficult to train new users
Gaps between business process and Oracle behavior
Screen modification need specialized skills (Java/MWA)
Customization is expensive and takes time
Every Java code change needs code compile and server bounce
Customization poses EBS upgrade risk
Difficult to troubleshoot issues in Production
Telnet based screens are not user friendly

Express Server: An amazing Oracle Validated
Integration Product
Express Server is an amazing Oracle Validated Integration product that enables easy
and patch-safe personalization of every Mobile-form developed using Oracle MWAframework, allowing change of field’s properties at different levels, i.e. Site,
Responsibility, Organization & User, as per business-requirements.

Streamline Operations
Increase productivity, reduce labor cost/user error, simplify
new user training
Automate transactions, e.g. auto enter, keystrokes like Ctrl-G
Integrates multiple transactions together (Zoom In/Out)
Advanced Barcode Scan Engine to handle 1D or 2D barcodes
Default values using SQL or powerful scripting engine

Easy customization
Add new field(s) to display or capture information
Add logic in existing fields, extend Oracle API
Create new inquiry or transactional mobile pages
Validate user input by invoking script or SQL
Input Pre-processor for input data mapping/translation
Disable Blind LOV Query
Add new field (Shipment Line)

Develop new page easily

Add new field and validation

Express Client
Oracle Validated Integration solution for Oracle WMS
and MSCA
Native GUI Client for Oracle WMS/MSCA
Windows CE/Mobile:
1. Easy installation – a single CAB file to install
2. Launch Pad, for quick menu navigation
3. Kiosk Mode for full screen, device/application
lock down
Android and iOS version are available as well
Inexpensive solution using Android phone and integrated
barcode scanner
Full support of function keys and control keys
Full compatibility with MWA Server

Q&A

